
How to disarm an 

automatic thrower

For Do All: All Auto Throwers



How do I disarm my machine?

There are a couple of ways to disarm your machine it depends on what
thrower you have.

The newer throwers will rotate the arm clockwise or backwards, until 
they reach about 12 o’clock or pointing straight out and the older 
throwers will release the arm clockwise and stop the arm around 8-9 
o’clock.

You will need to have your thrower connected to a 12v deep cycle 
marine battery to do this.



Newer Throwers (Raven, Fowl Play, FireFly, 

Aerial Assault 5.0 & USA Clay Trap)

Toggle your switch up to Disarm/Release (some of the throwers says 
disarm others will say release) 

Press your foot pedal or wireless remote button.

Arm will rotate backwards or clockwise until there is the least amount 
of spring tension. Usually around the 12 o’clock position.

Once the arm stops toggle the switch to the middle position to OFF.
***The motor will continue to run until it is turned off.

Release (Raven) 
Disarm



Older Throwers (White Wing, Double 

Eagle, White Pheasant, White Quail & 

Aerial Assault)

Your machine will either have a toggle switch or a rotary dial switch. 
Toggle up or turn the dial to the left to disarm.

The arm will release and throw.

Arm will stop around the 8 o’clock position.

Disarm Disarm



My machine isn’t working properly 

how do I disarm to remove the spring?

First check your surroundings and make sure everything is clear of the 
throwing arm. (To be safe make sure no children or pets are around)

You can take the end of a broom or shovel handle. You will push the 
arm counterclockwise (the way the arm throws). 

The arm will release and should rest around the 8-9 o’clock position.

Now you can take off the spring, so the machine is safe.



If you are still having issues, 

please contact us at:

customerservice@doalloutdoors.com


